Revel in the Fun-
Celebrations Anigozanthos!

Celebration Anigozanthos- a breed of Kangaroo Paw leaps and bounds ahead of the rest!

A new generation of breeding- the Celebration Series has show stopping never seen before color combinations sure to make every day worth celebrating under the sun!

Ideally suited for patio pots with compact, tidy plant habits.

- Masquerade- the only blue variety of kangaroo paw!
- Fireworks- an eruption of blue flowers with a pink/red base
- Carnivale- shades of purple aptly named for the famous festival has the tallest stems of the group
- Aussie Spirit- a golden base topped with green flowers; the most compact variety in the series

Celebration Series is Exclusively available through Ball Seed.

Available as a 72 liner tray.

Supplied from Ball Tagawa Growers, Arroyo Grande, CA.

Easy to order with live inventory posted to Webtrack.

Advanced orders encouraged ideally with 24 weeks lead time.
Jump Right into Celebrations!

Celebrations Masquerade

**Essential Growing Tips**

**Temperatures:** 68º to 86ºF day/41º to 59ºF night (20º to 30ºC day/5º to 15ºC night). Lower night temperature is recommended for brighter flower color and strong (hardened) foliage.

**Humidity:** below 70%-75%

**Light level:** 50,000 - 80,000 lux (5,000 - 8,000-foot candles)

**pH level:** 6.0-6.5

**Recommended pot size:** 5 ½” (14cm)

Drip irrigation is suggested, do not over water. Avoid over head watering to avoid fungal diseases.

*The initial flower stem should be removed at the base as soon as it is big enough to pinch out to encourage branching and grow a premium crop!*

**Crop Times**

**Summer/Spring:**
4 weeks to first flower
10-12 to full flower

**Autumn/Winter:**
4-8 weeks to first flower
16-18 weeks to full flower

Order at ballseed.com/webtrack

Talk to us.

Ball Seed: 800 879-BALL
Ball ColorLink: 800 686-7380
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